4th Grade Learning Board/LD 5.25.20

*Each teacher will email their class
Nearpod codes and links for resources*

*Encore Learning Board Link- be sure to
visit for additional activities each week!
https://bit.ly/aesencore

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 4

Reading

**Nearpod with guided instruction
Text Structures
www.nearpod.com

Text structures PowerPoint in Teams

Find a news article or
magazine article in your
house. Using SWBST,
summarize the article.

Go to Powertest and complete:
ALES Weekly Learning
Board Nonfiction 6

Writing

Prompt 1:
Pretend to be an owl and
describe your day.
Explain in 5-7 sentences.

Prompt 2:
Do you think you could not talk for
a day? What would be difficult
about trying this?
Explain in 5-7 sentences

Prompt 3:
What is one place you want
to travel and why? Explan in
5-7 sentences.
EL HELP

Math

**Nearpod with guided instruction
Probability
www.nearpod.com

There are 4 paddle boats, 3 kayaks, and
5 jet skis on the lake. What is the
probability that you will see a jet ski?
Give the fraction and word (impossible,
certain, unlikely, likely, equally likely).

Fourth Grade IXL
V.1, 2, 3

Prompt 4:

Imagine you could bake a magic
cake. Write about what the cake
could do.
Explain in 5-7 sentences

Microsoft Forms in Teams
Probability

Third Grade IXL
V. 1

Science/
Social Studies

Weekly
Challenge

**Nearpod with guided instruction
Famous Virginians
www.nearpod.com

Famous Virginians Race Through History:
Microsoft Forms

Go outside and name an
ecosystem that you see. Name
5 living and 5 nonliving things
that you see.

Draw a picture of your favorite
animal. List a structural and
behavioral adaptation and how
that adaptation supports them in
their natural habitat.

https://www.youtube.com/user/ArtforKidsHub and select a drawing to complete. Take a picture with your final drawing. Send your pictures to
your teacher, Dr. Jacks jacksam@pwcs.edu, or post it on Twitter and/or Facebook using #AshlandSOAR! Together We SOAR Higher!

